TEACH IN STYLE

Who says academics must look crumpled? HAZEL YONG corners six dity, dressy lecturers

DR SUZAINA KADIR, 37
A political science lecturer at NUS. The Sinagpaorean is single and has been teaching at NUS since 1999.

“I’ve been told that I look very young so I dress older to help establish my status as a teacher. It’s tough to find suits here for big women so I shop at Ann Taylor or Banana Republic in the United States when I go there for conferences. I favour dark colours and am more comfortable in pants.

“With their shorts, flip-flops, T-shirts and jeans, students here dress casually. Nothing wrong with that as they should be comfortable in class.”

DR MAHMOOD ISHTIAQ, in his 30s
Assistant professor in NUS’ school of business. The Bangladeshi started teaching at NUS in 1999. He is married.

“Coordination is important so I make sure my shirts, pants, belt and shoes match. I also prefer Japanese clothing to European labels because the sizes are smaller and fit better. Issey Miyake is great for its range of linen jackets. Knowing how to dress is like knowing how to speak eloquently. But it doesn’t define us, our characters do.

“I like how students here dress formally with tie, shirt and pants for class presentations. However, at other times, the skirts are too short. Then again, maybe I am just too old-fashioned.”

DR DAWN DEKLE, 38
Associate professor of psychology at SMU. The American has been with SMU since it started operations in 2000.

“Wearing something bright helps to retain my students’ attention. People make their first impression of others in the first three seconds so image is important. Dressing properly is also a form of self-respect.

“SMU students dress up professionally when they have presentations and are casual when they don’t. I don’t have any issues with their dressing.

“They should focus on study,” and making it to my 8.30am class on time instead of worrying about what to wear.”

WELL-DRESSED

What makes great student fashion? It took a while but Urban sussed out six well-dressed students

REUBEN JOSEPH ONG FU WEI, 22
Second-year student from SMU’s school of accountancy

“I am a shoe whore like Carrie Bradshaw from Sex And The City. I have over 30 pairs of shoes like sneakers, sports shoes, leather shoes and slippers. I like minimalist designs and go for the relaxed look. Bermudas are a no-no because of my skinny legs. My style must be okay since my girlfriend doesn’t mind introducing me to her friends.”

CELINE TAN SIEW HUI, 20
Second-year student from SMU’s school of economics and social sciences

“I like clothes that don’t restrict my movements, like free-flowing dance pants and jeans. I accessorise with earrings and belts to add character to my dressing. It’s important to dress up for school because first impressions count, for both teachers and my peers. I’ll rate my dressing a 7.5 out of 10 and no higher because I am modest.”

FREDDIE LIM, 22
Second-year student from NUS’ faculty of law

“I go for the street style so you will always find me dressed in funky T-shirts from Bugis Village or Chatuchak in Bangkok, Levi’s jeans and sneakers. I might seem to have a vanity problem but I just want to look nice, especially since the students in my faculty dress up all the time. Perhaps it’s a rebound from my uniform days in school and the army – there was no chance to dress up then so I’m making up for lost time now.”
DR STEFANO PERLUSZ, 34
Assistant professor of management at SMU's Lee Kong Chian school of business. Also voted "sexiest male teacher" by SMU students in 2003. He will be getting married to his Singaporean-Chinese girlfriend by the end of the year. The Italian has a PhD in mechanical engineering from Denmark and arrived here in 2002 to teach at SMU.

"I make an effort to dress up as a sign of respect for my students. I keep three jackets, five pairs of pants and a drawer of T-shirts in my office so I can change into the appropriate attire for class since I cycle to school everyday. My favorite brand is Etro and Zegna — it has the best range of silk and linen clothes.

"Singapore students are generally better dressed than those in Italy and Denmark.

"The female students here will wear skirts and dresses while the men will wear pants and even jackets for class presentations. But there are a few occasions when I've seen the girls dressing too sexy for class in their minis and low-cut tops."

DR XU RONG, 31
Assistant professor at NTU's school of chemical and biomedical engineering since 2004. She is from China and has been living here for the past 12 years. She is married and has no children.

"I go for simple shirts with skirts or dark pants and low heels for an informal look. My style makes me approachable to my students.

"Having studied in NTU from 1994 to 2004, I think all engineering students from both schools dress casually. I feel that students can dress in anything they like so long as they feel comfortable and can concentrate in class."

DR ADRIAN CHEOK, 33
An associate professor at NTU's school of computer engineering and school of art, design and media. He is also the director of the Interaction and Entertainment Research Center in NTU. The Australian was teaching in NUS for seven years before moving to NTU in July this year. He is married with no children.

"Dressing is a form of self-expression. The university should be a hot spot for creativity so there shouldn't be a dress code except for important functions. I go for both dark and bright colours depending on my mood. I enjoy wearing clothes that can make people smile, like my pink long-sleeved shirt and bright red tie with Chinese characters that I bought from Shanghai. Nothing is too colourful for me.

"While Singaporean women collect shoes, I have collected 300 T-shirts with bold prints over the decade and which I wear to work during the weekends. So long as you prove yourself at work, people don't care how you look."

WEE SUI LEE, 22
Final-year student from NTU's school of communication and information (SCI).

"I have what my friends call an eccentric or edgy style of dressing. I dislike plain tops because they don't portray my vibrant character. The competition here at SCI is stiff with its huge population of female students so I love to wear clothes with stripes and prints as well as chunky accessories to make me stand out from the crowd. Guess I'm, well, vain."

KAREN HENG (left), 21
Third-year student from NUS' faculty of arts and social sciences.

"I don't like my pants to drag on the floor so I usually wear capris or fold my jeans up. I match them with tank tops, tubes or spaghetti tops to show off my shoulders. I have over 30 pairs of earrings to complement my dressing — the bigger the earrings, the better since they frame my small face. I think dressing is important even for school as it's a way of self-expression."

ZABU KYAW, 26
Myanmar first-year student from NTU's school of electrical and electronic engineering.

"I like punk music like Simple Plan and Blink 182 so my ensemble of tight jeans, fitting black T-shirts and sneakers reflects my punk personality. Wearing a loose T-shirt makes a person look sloppy. I love straight-cut jeans and own eight pairs, mainly from Levi's and Guess."
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Which varsity students dress the best? Style police LIONEL SEAH and HAZEL YONG say SMU wins — marginally

The O.C. bed. Schools are no fashion parades. At least not to Singapore’s three universities—the National University of Singapore (NUS), National Technological University (NTU) and Singapore Management University (SMU). It seems like a strange statement to be using words like Ryan, Seth, Mila Kunis and Justin from the American teen TV drama series, but maybe you should look elsewhere. After spending two days last week in the three campuses, Urban arrived at a conclusion:

When it comes to dressing, school here is on The O.C. It’s more No QC (Quality Control). The ubiquitous cut-off of T-shirts, Bermuda—dresses for guys—and flip-flops reign in all three universities. But for a good reason, insists Janice Chew, 20, the second-year NUS engineering student. "If it’s hot, why bother to dress up? Anyone, I live as the hall and school’s values.

Except SMU where dress codes are non-existent, the NUS and NTU students handbook stipulates that improper attire like "indiscriminately revealing shorts; bedroom attire; clothes with indecent words or pictures; and flip-flops for domestic use" are forbidden.

While the varsity’s styles comply with the codes, the cookie-cutter look is not one to set campuses on fire.

On the whole, SMU students appear marginally better dressed. This could be because of its location in Orchard Road or the nature of its business courses, which emphasis formal dressing. Correspondingly, the dress sense of NTU students, especially the males, seems to reflect the fancy location of the campus at Jakar Hall and the engineering courses it specializes in.

As for NUS Fashion courses are an offering, the arts and social sciences, claims Dennis She, 22, a sociology business student. "In the O.C., the arts are well-versed in the medical and engineering students dress as if their clothes are bought from a poor man’s malaysian.

It seems dress sense also varies within departments and faculties in the three universities.

Anyway, as the halls of residence aren’t too far from the city’s malls, students are happy to change into something more presentable. The change of clothes is often so rapid it leaves students with the impression of being "clothes-changing machines." "I don’t want to be out of place in my outfit, or feel like I’m not comfortable sometimes when I walk around," says Stephanie Koh, 18, a first-year student from NUS School of Social Science.

Nevertheless, it seems oneSMU’s prouder students is another student. Sarah Lim, 19, an exchange student at NUS from the United States, says Singapore students dress much better than her American peers. "I say the 30-year-old University of Washington student Back home, it’s all sweat shirts and jeans. It’s hard to tell people apart. Back here, some of them are very different," she tells us. "It’s probably the only one who is wearing jeans. It’s also probably the only one who is wearing a tie."

"When you are living as a hall, you need to dress down. And because of the courses we offer, the main theme theme is a "anything goes" party.

As a way of adapting to the different cultures, students dress up for the "Events" or "Functions" on campus. The theme of the event can vary from "a formal dinner" to "a safari safari" to "a fancy function." The theme of the event can vary from "a formal dinner" to "a fancy function." The ripped jeans and flip-flops are the norm when going out to the city’s bars and clubs.

Urban students are more likely to dress up for the "Events" or "Functions" on campus. The theme of the event can vary from "a formal dinner" to "a fancy function." The ripped jeans and flip-flops are the norm when going out to the city’s bars and clubs.